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國立屏東大學 104 學年度學士班轉學考試 

英文閱讀(B) 試題 

（應用英語學系 三年級） 

 

 

 

 

(I) Match words to their synonyms (請將答案的號碼填入空格，答案不能重覆，每格 

2 分)  

______  buy                

______  faithful             

______  differ              

______  opponent           

______  steady              

______  accelerate           

______  ethical     

______  reduce   

______  adaptable  

______  enhance   

(1) speed up 

(2) flexible   

(3) vary 

(4) moral  

(5) cut down  

(6) loyal  

(7) improve   

(8) purchase  

(9) competitor   

(10) stable  

 

(II). Match words to their antonyms (請將答案的號碼填入空格，答案不能重覆，每格 

2 分)  

 

______  optimistic            

______  adequate             

______  approve             

______  exit                 

______  depart               

______  ancestor             

______  single               

______  valuable             

______  defense              

______  ban                 

 

(1) married 

(2) worthless  

(3) arrive  

(4) disagree    

(5) offense   

(6) pessimistic  

(7) permission 

(8) entrance   

(9) descendant  

(10) deficient   

 

＊注意事項： 

（1）本試題共 2頁。 

（2）不必抄題，但請依序將題號標岀，並寫在答案紙上，否則不予計分。 
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 (III). Complete the text with the words in the box (請將答案的號碼填入空格，答

案不能重覆，每格 3 分)  

 1.  

(1) strengthens  (2) foundation  (3) In short  

(4) allows      (5) exposure   (6) context   

Reading a lot __________ language learners to see a lot of the language in 

__________ over and over again.  It gives them the __________ they need to 

understand and use the language.  Also, it builds and ___________ fundamental 

vocabulary, and grammar knowledge.  _____________, reading a lot provides a 

very strong _____________ on which to build all language skills.   

 

 

2. 

(1) Secondly    (2) paired         (3) negative   

(4) capability   (5) considerable    (6) claim     

      Many Asian actors and actresses have enjoyed  _____________ success in 

Hollywood recently.  However, some critics __________ that there are still some 

stereotypes that give a _________ view of Asians.  First of all, Asian men lack the 

_____________  of having romantic relationships in some Hollywood movies.  

_______________, Asian men are often cast as the bad guys in movies.  Finally, 

Asian characters often have to be ___________ with white or black actors.  

 

 

3.  

(1) demand   (2) minority   (3) for         (4) attitude        

(5) tend      (6) up        (7) seek out     (8) Unfortunately  

Many foreigners come to Asia where the _________ for native-speaker English 

teachers is second to none.  Foreign teachers _________ to stay for a year or two, 

but quite a few end _________ pursuing language education as a career.  

____________, few of them do not have a responsible ____________ towards their 

work and care little for the quality of their teaching.  However, it is this 

____________ that gives other foreign teachers a bad name.  The majority of 

foreign teachers are responsible _________ their teaching and always ____________ 

training and education in teaching.   

 


